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Central Curtin Course Instructions 

The START LINE for the Thomas event is located on the path opposite a big tree near the school.  

 

 

The Start Line for the Waddell and Frylink events is located on the path approximately 30 metres 

“north” of the Thomas start opposite a tree which is near the blue playground equipment. This line 

is also the FINISH LINE for ALL events. 

 

The Thomas event runs “south” and then basically does a 6.3km loop of the suburb of Curtin. 

Whereas the other two events, Waddell and Frylink, run “north” and are a 1.5km out and back to 

give a 3km event. 

The total course length that needs to be prepared is 6.3km with the shorter events overlapping the 

last 1.5km of the Thomas event. The short course officials can mark this section for all events 

resulting in less work for the long course officials. Allow about 15minutes per km. 

 

To the left is the oval, the 

toilet block is in the top left 

corner. The school and 

covered playground area is 

in the direction of the foot 

path (in front of the people) 

to the right. 

To the right is the oval 

and to the left is the 

school and blue 

playground equipment. 
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LONG COURSE: 

From the START line head off in a southerly direction towards the Carruthers St Underpass and then 

up a steady climb to the ridge. 

Carruthers St Underpass: cones and an arrow leading into underpass then cones leading out of 

underpass up the steady climb. 

Path intersection further up hill: cones to cut of 2 divergent paths 

Just before ridge: Cones to cut off dirt track which could be used as a short cut. 

Right turn from path to dirt track: Official needed here. Cones should also be placed on the dirt track 

intersections (they occur on both sides about 50m from turn) and then directing participants up the 

ridge behind the houses. A visible line of cones will make it easier for the official. 

1KM: Located approximately opposite the 3rd steel fence post before the “north westerly” corner of 

the fence. 

Support line for telegraph pole (1.15km): A cone or two to draw attention to the support line 

anchored in ground adjacent track 

Downhill slope: Cones to cut off track to Right and then junction of tracks to Left 

Concrete path approach: Cones required leading participants of dirt track onto concrete path 

2km:  On concrete path 

Tracks off concrete path: Cones required keeping participants on concrete path 

3km:  This point is located adjacent a Telegraph Pole and opposite a cul de sac 

T Junction opposite sports field: Cones are required just before this junction to cut off access to dirt 

track which would result in a short cut. The junction itself could use an arrow as well as cones. 

Bridge junction with Cotter Road: An official for this area. Cones to mark the path to follow and an 

arrow. Also cones needed cutting off a dirt track before the junction and adjacent to the fence 

around the sports field. 

This official, with cones and signs, could drive out to this location as there is parking nearby. Also 

subject to mobility of the official this person could mark everything from 3km to 4km points. There 

would be about 2km of walking involved. 

McCullock St Underpass: Some cones to indicate the course uses underpass and not path leading 

across the road. 

4km: Located opposite a house that has had recent renovations and just before a path that goes to 

the right. Marking this point could be omitted as it stands alone with no officials nearby. 

LONG COURSE/SHORT COURSE 

From this point the Long Course overlaps the Short Course. The remaining 1.5km could be marked 

by the Short Course official leaving the START Line. However, the following notes are written as if the 

officials are marking the long course as it approaches the FINISH Line (short course turn to FINISH 

LINE). 
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Short Course Turn: This is the 4.8km mark which can be seen on the path. It is 1:5km from the Short 

Course start. 

5km Long Course: Located adjacent a very big tree towards the end of the row of houses. 

Carruthers St Underpass: Coming out of this underpass cones and a directional arrow will be 

required to guide participants to and through a T junction to head in a “southerly” direction towards 

Woden. Also Short Course participants need to be guided through the same intersection in a 

“northerly” direction towards the underpass. 

2km/1km Short Course: Located just past the T junction mentioned above near a shared path sign. 

Right turn from Creek: Located at about 5.7km, an official is needed to direct runners to take the 

path heading up to the houses. A “caution runners ahead” sign is needed facing on coming bike 

traffic from Woden. 

Cul de sac T junction: Cones and arrows needed to guide participants going out on the Short course 

and participants returning from both Short and Long Course. 

6km Long Course: Located about 30m past underpass exit 

School Sports Field approach: Cones needed and arrows to direct towards Finish Line and also direct 

outgoing Short Course participants. Important for outgoing Short Course participants is to place 

cones and an arrow on a path which veers off to the left around the oval. Our path follows the 

houses around to the right. 

Note: If the officials at the various points are reasonably fit and have a good knowledge of the 

course they could be given the task of setting out the course markings around their station. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR COURSE 

Cones 

Arrows 

Caution Runners Ahead sign 

Km markers 

 

NOTE: ACTVAC has the oval and toilets booked for the morning. Parking is available on the road, in 

the school grounds adjacent the oval and across the road near the day care centre, access to which 

is obtained between the houses. 
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